ICUS/CCUS/CHIP: basics & beyond.
Patients presenting with idiopathic cytopenia with non-diagnostic marrow morphology and a normal karyotype pose a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. Additional diagnostic information from mutation analysis could provide important clinical insights. However, one has to be cautious during such diagnostic interpretations in view of the recent documentation of clonal somatic mutations in healthy elder individuals. Whether to regard clonality synonymous with malignant proliferation or a manifestation of ageing process is to be judged carefully. Areas covered: The review covers defining criteria and diagnostic work up for Idiopathic cytopenia of undetermined significance (ICUS), Clonal cytopenia of undetermined significance (CCUS), Clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP). It also presents the results from previous reports on this subject. In addition the evolution and potential impact of these entities is discussed. Expert commentary: Current evidence does not support the use of somatic mutations as presumptive evidence of myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS). Including CCUS under the category of MDS requires further insight on natural disease course. Longitudinal follow up study on ICUS, CCUS, CHIP may eventually identify the pathological significance of the clonal mutations. An absence of mutation however may still be useful as good predictor of not having MDS.